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1 Exercise

Three states participated in a health awareness study. Each state independently devised a health
awareness program. Three cities within each state were randomly selected for participation and five
households within each city were randomly selected to evaluate the effectiveness of the program. All
members of the selected households were interviewed before and after participation in the program
and a composite index was formed for each household measuring the impact of the health awareness
program. (For details see Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner 1985, p. 994). That data are provided in
health awareness.dta.

Answer the following questions:

1. Discuss the hierarchical structure of the data!

2. Is there a state effect?

3. Is there city effect?

4. Provide a model evaluation table!

2 Exercise

In the rat pup study (West, Welch and Galecki 2007, p. 51) 30 female rates were randomly assigned
to receive one of three doses (high, low, control) of an experimental compound. The objective of
the study was to compare the birth weights of pups from litters born to female rats that received
high- and low dose treatments to the birth weights of pups from litters that received the control
treatment. Although 10 female rates were initially assigned to receive each treatment dose, three
of the female rats in the high-dose group died, so there are no data for their litters. In addition,
litter sizes varied widely ranging from 2 to 18 pups. Because the number of litters per treatment
and number of pubs per litter were unequal, the study has an unbalanced design. Here are a few
lines how the data look (the entire data are in ratpup.dta):
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 20.       20     6.94        2        14    control     male  

 19.       19     6.44        2        14    control     male  

 18.       18      6.1        2        14    control     male  

 17.       17      6.5        2        14    control     male  

 16.       16     6.34        2        14    control     male  

                                                               

 15.       15      6.9        2        14    control     male  

 14.       14     6.37        2        14    control     male  

 13.       13     6.37        2        14    control     male  

 12.       12     6.57        1        12    control   female  

 11.       11     6.77        1        12    control   female  

                                                               

 10.       10     6.29        1        12    control   female  

  9.        9     6.95        1        12    control   female  

  8.        8     7.05        1        12    control     male  

  7.        7     6.98        1        12    control     male  

  6.        6     6.04        1        12    control     male  

                                                               

  5.        5      7.1        1        12    control     male  

  4.        4     7.24        1        12    control     male  

  3.        3     7.15        1        12    control     male  

  2.        2      7.4        1        12    control     male  

  1.        1      6.6        1        12    control     male  

                                                               

       pup_id   weight   litter   litsize   treatm~t   gender  

                                                               

Answer the following questions:

1. Which covariates are considered fixed (continuous or factor) and which are random?

2. Start adding terms into the modelling starting with treatment, then litter, then gender
and finally litter size. What do you observe?

3. Provide a model evaluation table and ultimately decide whether there is a treatment effect!

4. Is there any evidence for treatment-gender interaction?
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Solution for Exercise 1

Answer the following questions:

1. Discuss the hierarchical structure of the data: factor city is nested in factor state; both should
be considered as random.

2. Is there a state effect? clear state effect

3. Is there city effect? clearly, no city effect

4. Provide a model evaluation table: the table is as follows:

Model σ2
C σ2

S σ2 log L LRT AIC BIC
state, city 0.0 226.12 96.69 -168.49 34.78 344.99 341.38

state - 226.12 96.69 -168.49 0. 342.99 340.29
- - - 250.86 -185.88 34.78 375.77 373.97

Solution for Exercise 2

1. Which covariates are considered fixed (continuous or factor) and which are random?

• treatment: categorical covariate, fixed effect

• gender: categorical covariate, fixed effect

• litter size: quantitative covariate, fixed effect

• gender: categorical covariate, fixed effect

• litter: categorical covariate, random effect

• pup: categorical covariate, random effect nested in litter (cannot be further used in the
analysis)

2. Start adding terms into the modelling starting with treatment, then litter, then gender
and finally litter size. What do you observe? starting with treatment alone it is highly
significant, including litter treatment is no longer significant, including gender (which is
highly significant) treatment remains insignificant, but including litter size treatment
becomes highly significant.

3. Provide a model evaluation table and ultimately decide whether there is a treatment effect

Model σ2
L log L LRT AIC BIC

T - -299.78 33.26 607.56 612.75
T,L 0.2404 -231.14 137.28 472.27 478.75

T,L,G 0.2843 -205.49 51.30 422.98 430.75
T,L,G,LS 0.0815 -189.40 32.18 392.79 401.86
L,G,LS 0.1782 -198.74 18.68 407.48 413.96

Clear evidence of treatment effect by means of comparing the last two lines of the above table.

4. is there any evidence for treatment-gender interaction? no evidence since the log-likelihood for
the model including treatment-gender interaction is -188.9068 with AIC of 395.81 and BIC of
407.48.
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